Note: "Pump 'N Go Sprayer" has been added to the product name for this registration.
Roundup® Ready-To-Use Weed & Grass Killer III
Roundup® Mata Malezas y Gramas Listo para Usar III

Keep Out of Reach of Children
CAUTION
Mantener Fuera del Alcance de los Niños
PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMAN & DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.
People and pets may enter treated areas after spray has dried.

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes.
• Call a poison control center: 1-800-246-7219 or doctor for additional treatment advice.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL INFORMATION
• Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.
• You may contact: 1-800-246-7219 for emergency medical treatment information.
• This product is identified as Roundup® Ready-To-Use Weed & Grass Killer III, EPA Reg. No. 71995-33.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for the next 24 hours will help to ensure that wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticide off the treatment area.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Push the yellow button and retract the wand until the yellow button snaps back into the original storage position. Place wand back onto the top of the bottle in the integrated hoister with nozzle tip extended through the eyetlet opening. Push pump handle all the way down and turn pump handle and cap counter-clockwise to relieve pressure, then reignite to store. Store product in original container in a safe place away from direct sunlight. Keep from freezing.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Do not reuse or refill this container unless the directions for use allow a different concentrated or ready-to-use product to be diluted in or poured directly into the container. Do not reuse or refill the container according to the directions contained in the HOW TO REFILL section. If Empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If Partially Filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Questions, Comments or Information
1-800-246-7219 www.roundup.com
¿Preguntas, Comentarios o Información?

Product protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 7,819,292, 8,056,774. Other patents pending. No license granted under any non-U.S. Patent(s).

FastAct, Pump 'n Go and Roundup are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC.

-importantEcology-
HOW TO ASSEMBLE AND USE INSTRUCTIONS

1. CUT
   Carefully cut the two white sip ties securing the hose and pump handle with scissors. Use caution not to cut the white hose.

2. CONNECT
   Unthread hose. Firmly push the connector at the end of the hose onto the spout on the pump, until it locks into place.

3. EXTEND HANDLE
   Lift sprayer wand off bottle. Push yellow button while pulling out the wand to extend tip. Fully extended position until yellow button means into SPRAY position. NOTE: White button will not function until wand is fully extended and yellow button is visible in the spray position.

4. PUMP
   Make sure handle is screwed on tightly for the bottle will not pressure. Pump container 20-30 times to pressurize bottle. A full bottle requires fewer pumps to cover the field, changing the pumping technique for each type of weed control. After pumping, again extend the wand until the fan head and hose handle are in the carrying position. NOTE: This bottle is designed to expand under pressure and cannot be over-pressurized.

5. SPRAY
   Aim wand. Spray by pushing down white trigger with thumbs. Adjust sprayer pattern by rotating white nozzle-tip up to one-half rotation. Fully extend wand during use.

6. STORE
   When finished spraying, push the yellow button and retract the wand until the yellow button snaps back into the original storage position. Place wand back onto the top of the bottle in the integrated container with the nozzle by pressing through the spout opening. Push pump handle all the way down and turn pump handle and cap counter-clockwise to relieve pressure, then tighten to store. Store product in original container in a cool (above 32°F [0°C]) and dry area free from direct sunlight. Avoid from freezing.

PRODUCT FACTS

V.I.S. ALL TYPES OF WEEDS & GRASSES
Container covers up to 450 sq ft

HOW IT WORKS

REVIWED® Ready-to-Use Weed & Grass Killer II is absorbed by the soil through the root, traveling the length of the root system and working its way up into plants as it enters the stem and shoots. Effects are visible within 2-3 weeks. Leaves, stems and all root systems die within 2-3 weeks. Plants die, roots and all root systems don't grow back. Kills not only what you spray, any product not absorbed by the plant becomes dormant, allowing reseeding to occur. Leaves yellow and will within 2-3 weeks with complete kill in 1 to 2 weeks.

WHERE TO USE

- For small weeds, grasses, & dandelions, perennial or annuals:
  - In flower beds & vegetable gardens
  - Around sidewalks & trees
  - Along fences & foundations
  - Gardening around foundations and retaining walls
  - To control or contain weeds
  - Plus other areas where weeds are invading your yard

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. A violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
2. Follow instructions and instructions in the How to Assembly and Use section to prime the sprayer.
3. Spray tie-weeds or grasses you want to kill until thoroughly wet.
4. When spot treating weeds around desirable plants, use plants with a sheet or under-screen or plastic. If desirable plants are accidentally sprayed, rinse off immediately with water.

IMPORTANT

- Do not spray plastic or glassware that you use – they will die. Not recommended for spot weed control in indoor or potted vegetables with green grapes.

WHEN TO APPLY

- Apply when weeds are actively growing.
- For best results, apply during warm, sunny weather above 60°F. In cooler, cloudy weather or with fog, death of weeds may be delayed. Effective results can be obtained when applications are made under cool and cloudy conditions as low as 60°F.
- Spray when air is calm to prevent drift to desirable plants.

- Apply according to the label directions. Do not apply during extreme weather conditions, such as extreme heat or cold.

WHEN TO REAPPLY

- All perennial weeds, beets and dandelions may be planted 1 day after application.
- Less persistent, weeds, grasses and grasses may be planted 3 days after application.

HOW TO DISCARD

To refill this empty container, pour product carefully and directly from the Roundup® Ready-to-Use Weed & Grass Killer II container designated as the ready-to-use container. Do NOT add water.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Pesticide Storage: Pour the yellow button and retract the wand until the yellow button snaps back into the original storage position. Place wand back onto the top of the bottle in the integrated container with the nozzle by pressing through the spout opening. Push pump handle all the way down and turn pump handle and cap counter-clockwise to relieve pressure, then tighten to store. Store product in original container in a cool (above 32°F [0°C]) and dry area free from direct sunlight. Avoid from freezing.
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Do not reuse or refill this container unless the directions for use allow a different consumption or re-use of the product. Do not allow this container to be used as any other container. Puncture or break the container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If Punctured or broken, call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. For additional instructions, peel off label and dispose properly in a landfill or add to garbage.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazard to Humans & Domestic Animals

CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

FIRST AID

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes. Call a poison control center, 1-800-289-9999 or doctor for additional treatment information.

IN CASE OF CONTACT WITH EYES, RINSING WITH WATER MAY APODIZE THE EFFECTS OF THE PRODUCT.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL INFORMATION

• This product is identified as Roundup Ready-To-Use Weed & Grass Killer III, EPA Reg. No. 71958-0.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide or water run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or other surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for the next 5 hours will help to ensure that water or rain does not blow or wash off-pesticides off the treatment area.

NOTICE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Guaranteed Satisfaction

CONSUMER GUARANTEE

If for any reason you are not satisfied after using this product, simply send us your original proof of purchase and we will replace the product or refund the purchase price.

Roundup® lawn and garden products have the best solution. If your labeled weed problem occurs, call the Roundup® website, www.roundup.com or from any country, the Roundup® phone number, 1-800-858-7178.

Roundup® Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer products — kill & prevent weeds for up to 12 months.

Roundup® Ready-To-Use Weed & Grass Killer III — stop growth, no re-apply.

Roundup® Preen by Mas-Tough Brush Killer products — kill tough weeds & brush-control weeds.


Roundup® Weed & Grass Killer Concentrate Plus – Salt water resistant.

Roundup® Weed & Grass Killer Super Concentrate—lowest Roundup® brand concentrate value.

Roundup® Weed & Grass Killer Deep Dye Formula—longest weed treatment in tight places

This bottle may contain an anti-theft device, either inside or on the bottom of the bottle. It does not affect product performance.